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Mechanical Plant MESTIL LLC is a service providing- production company that specializes
in manufacturing of technically advanced services for many different branches of industry.
Our experienced staff consisting of 140 people specialize in the following activities:

Manufacturing of complete machines based on client’s
documentation. Mechanics, automation, assembly at
client’s place all over the world

Production of pneumatic air shafts

The production of small and middle series of precise
spare parts and subassemblies with the use of various
machining ( turning, grinding, milling, hardening)

Steel constructions in the scope tooling for machine
production, technological appliances weighing 5 ton
per a single appliance

The machining of spacious parts on a WHN boring
machine e.g : machine bodies, plates with high grade
accuracy. The weight of a single part is up to 12 ton

Relocation of factories and machines (disassembly,
transportation, assembly)

The assembly of complete production installations

Participation in research activities as the execution
entity and carrying out of the industrial research and
development activities

We are looking for clients that have their own product and are seeking
for support in production of the entire appliances, subassemblies,
construction parts, with a high degree of makeover and of good quality.
Our clients:

OFFER OF FIRM MESTIL
DESIGN:
- Engineering and construction
- Industrial installations and production lines
- Injection molds and tooling

TASKS OF INVESTMENT:
- Installation and commissioning of industrial plants
- The transfer of machinery and factories
- The transport of large and heavy components for airbags

PRODUCTION:
- Installation of energy and industrial
- Spare parts and machinery components on the machines
and conventional numerical
- Shafts and head expansion
- Injection molds and plastic components
REPAIRS:
- Power generation equipment, pumps, compressors and elevators
- Equipment and industrial machinery
- Air conditioning equipment and chemical equipment
- Machine tools for metal and wood
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